
The following is the list of changes you will see in this software version: 

v2001 Change Log Items 
Change Description  Description Detail 
Enhance Lockouts Active Message Previously when any lockout was set the message would 

simply display “Lockout(s) Active” flashing in red. We have 
enhanced the logic to return a more meaningful message. If 
there is a state drive lockout it will indicate “State Drive 
Tampering”. After that, if both OBD/GCT are required it will 
say “Unit Calibration Required”. If it’s only OBD it will indicate 
“OBD Self-Check Required”, if it’s GCT it will indicate “Fuel Cap 
Calibration Required”. Any other combinations of lockouts will 
still indicate the previous message “Lockout(s) Active” and 
they will be presented with more details as before (i.e. when 
they start the inspection it will indicate the exact messages as 
before). 

IF no lockouts are active, the message will display “Next 
Calibration Before: MMM dd time” in white/grey. 

Calibration – Barcode Entry Previously on calibrations users need to enter their inspector 
badge manually. The software now permits the user to scan 
their inspector badge. 

OBD Diagnostics Print OBD diagnostics from the Technician Menu, System 
Maintenance, and OBD Diagnostics previously printed the 
results on the screen. We have changed the results to be 
displayed in report format that will allow the inspector to 
print out. 

GCT Stand-Alone Technician Menu, System Maintenance, Fuel Cap Interface 
Test, has been replaced with a Fuel Cap Stand-Alone Test. 
This allows inspector to test the fuel cap outside of an 
inspection 

Order Supplies Through Menu From the Technician Menu, “Order Toner/Supplies” menu 
item has been added. This will provide a list of items available 
to order and the customer can select from this list.  It then 
sends the request to our support team, exactly how the Get 
Help, Customer Support Request feature works.  

Display Order of the Equipment 
Status Icons 

Top right corner of every screen indicates Network, Printer, 
OBD, and GCT status.  Previously OBD and GCT order was 
based on the order loaded from the operating system and 
would sometimes change.  We have forced OBD/Scanner to 
always show up in 3rd position and GCT to always show up in 
4th position.  

Visual Improvements on Default 
Selections 

Previously default selections for buttons, and circles were 
highlighted with a bold color.  This represented the default 
behavior when the enter key is pressed for buttons or the 
space bar selected for circles.  This has been replaced with a 
bright yellow highlight around the object in question.  No 



defaults have been changed – only previous “bold” items have 
been changed to outline in bright yellow. 

Default VIR Copies of 2, Extended to 
include Waivers, Exemptions 

Previously when a customer set the station default to have 2 
copies of a VIR printed this would only apply to the VIR 
reports done through an Inspection.  If this default is set to 2, 
Waivers, <5000 Miles, New Vehicle Exemption, and Sticker 
Replacement will now print two copies of the report (not in 
ATP mode) 

VIID Communication Hanging 
Periodically 

We have found from time-to-time (it seems to be related to 
heavy traffic times, i.e. early in morning) users have reported 
the system is “stuck communicating with the VIID”.   A time-
out has been added to return unsuccessful communication 
rather than requiring a reboot 

Used Sticker Report Not Always 
Showing Records on Edge of Search 
Range 

A bug previously existed where the in-memory sticker entries 
included a date/time stamp. If the user searched for records 
the last day would not show up because the search assumed 
time of 00:00:00.  A reboot would correct this issue because 
the data written to the USED_S.DAT file always removed the 
timestamp.   In memory copy has the time-stamp removed 
from initial insert. (Issue 168) 

OBD Firmware Message From time-to-time the system would lock the user out 
because of an OBD Firmware Error – Reporting a P# error 
message for the firmware.   Minor logic changes to the status 
update logic in the top right to filter our any incorrect 
responses from the firmware request. Minimum firmware 
version has been set to 1.3.3.0 to work.   

Updated Dealer Track Registration 
Card Logic 

In the case of an exception raised in scanning a dealer track 
registration card all values for VIN/Title/Plate back to empty. 

Updated logic on processing 
Previous Test Record from VIID 

Previously a few scenarios of data returning from the VIID 
would cause all previous test data to be discarded and return 
no match.  

• If Previous Test Type was ASM/TSI, this scenario
would occur. Now the previous test type is set to
Null.

• If Previous Test PID Count contained Alpha
characters instead of numbers only. In this scenario
the PidCount from the previous test is simply ignore.

Test Type Determine for 1995 
vehicle with GVWR of 8501-9000 

Previous this type of vehicle is NOT eligible for a repair 
waiver. Logic corrected to allow this.  

Intermittent Issue with PID Count 
Response – Infinity 

We have seen some Infinity QS50 vehicles where the TCM 
returns and invalid response and the engine ECU returns a 
valid response. The invalid TCM response was not being 
discarded for the CAN protocol. Minor change in logic to 
discard this invalid response.  

Object Not Found Error Occasionally 
on Printing VIR 

On occasion this message would be displayed and returned 
to the main menu after printing of the VIR. It caused no 
issues other than to display an unnecessary message. 




